
The Exchange Game (Give It) 
1) Give your dog a fun item they like, but aren't obsessive about. Toys work well for this. Wait for 

them to take it in their mouth or begin to chew on it.

2) Put a very valuable treat in your hand. It needs to be BETTER than what your dog already has.  Cut up 

hot dogs, bits of cheese or pet store treats with a strong smell or flavor work well.

3) Bring your hand close to your dog's nose and say "Give It".

4) When your dog drops the item they have to investigate your hand, say "yes" to mark that your dog got 

the behavior right, and give your dog the tasty treat while you remove their toy or chew.

5) Now you have two choices. You can offer the item back to your dog, saying ''Take it".  The dog 
should take the item gently from your hand, without jumping up to reclaim it.

6) OR, you can say “All Done”, and put the item away out of sight.

7) Practice both approaches randomly. You are teaching your dog that you start and end games, 
and that sharing makes good things happen for your dog.

Note: If your dog tries to “snitch” the item from you, say “uh uh” to let them know that’s not the 
behavior you are looking for, and put the item out of sight behind your back.  The “uh uh” is a 
no-reward marker.  It teaches your dog that you do not like a behavior, and that they will not be 
rewarded for it. Put your dog into a sit and present the item again, saying “Take It”.  If they reach 
for the item gently, give it to them.   

If not, repeat your “uh uh” and remove the item again.  Repeat several times as needed until 
your dog relaxes and reaches gently.  If your dog is still jumping at you to take the toy after 
three attempts, stop training.  Put the item away out of sight, and try again later using an item that 
isn’t so exciting to your dog. 
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